
While we wait, write the 
title and today’s date on 

a new page

Title: 

Revision Skills

Thinking task:

What strategies do you use to 
revise?

Starter



How many of 
these images can 
you remember?

You have 30 
seconds to 

memorise as 
many as possible

Memorise it



How many did 
you get out of 

20?

Write a list of all 
the ones you can 

remember

Memorise it

Did you use a 
strategy to help 

remember?



• To recap how our brain and memory works

• To know the most effective technique for 
revision

• To demonstrate our note taking skills

Learning Aims



What our Brain Needs

1

3

2

4
What were the 4 key 

ingredients for a healthy 
brain?

DISCUSS



Our Brain…

Can you remember the way we can train our brain?

• Observational tests

• Testing your memory of facts, lists, key words 

• Repeating back in your head when somebody speaks to you

• Regularly doing simple maths in your head

Using our brain in school or at home to 
learn new things helps:

• Increase our memory 

• Improve our ability to concentrate

• Improve our ability to problem solve



Our Brain…

Can you remember the way we can train our brain?

• Observational tests

• Testing your memory of facts, lists, key words 

• Repeating back in your head when somebody speaks to you

• Regularly doing simple maths in your head

Using our brain in school or at home to 
learn new things helps:

• Increase our memory 

• Improve our ability to concentrate

• Improve our ability to problem solve

Training our brain 
can help us do better 

in assessments!



• To recap how our brains and memory works

• To know the most effective technique for 
revision

• To demonstrate our note taking skills

Learning Aims



Note Taking - Reminder

1. Use sub headings

2. Look for/listen out for key points that are important to 
what you are learning about

3. Use concise points
• No need for full sentences when note taking
• Bullet points help build on sub headings

• Don’t write everything that’s said word for word – listen to what is said 
and decide if its noteworthy

• Write in your own style and use your own words

Whilst you are still practicing, you will see this icon 

to help you: 



Steps to Success!

UNDERSTAND 
WHAT YOU’VE 

LEARNT

CONDENSE IT FOR 
REVISION

MEMORISE IT REVIEW IT 
REGULARLY

Effective revision is more than just memorising!!



Understand it

When you know you have a test coming up, the first thing you 
need to do is go over your notes and check you know what you 
need to revise!

• Do you know what you need to revise?

• Do you understand the topic?

• Do you know what the definitions mean?

If you are organised, you can check with a teacher and still 
have time to revise and do well



Condense it – topic test

1. Write everything you know about the topic from memory

2. Using your notes, add what you forgot in a different 
colour pen (A different colour means both sides of our 
brain are being used = super brain training!)

List format with key 
sub headings (similar 

to our note taking 
skills)

A map drawn with each 
branch acting as a ‘sub 

heading’

There are two effective ways to condense 
information to help with revision

Topic 
here

Notes 
here

Summary 
here



Condense it – topic test



Condense it – topic test

Choose one of the methods to 
summarise what you know from 

memory (3 minutes)

Sub headings:

Life and death

Health

Wives

English reformation

List format with 
key sub headings

A map with 
each branch 

acting as a ‘sub 
heading’



Condense it – topic test

Next, add to your notes in a different colour pen 

(3 minutes)



Memorise it – flash cards

1. Flash card front

On the other side, answer the question 
with as much information as possible 

• Key words/equations etc
• Brief summary 
• Any diagrams
• Key things to remember
• Misconceptions

2. Flash card back

3. Then you test yourself!

Phrase the title of your flashcards as a 
question linked to what you didn’t 

know

Instead of writing ‘Henry VIII wives’ on 
your flashcard, write ‘Who were Henry 

VIII’s wives?’.



Memorise it – flash cards

TASK
Based on the Henry VIII content, create 2 

flash cards that you would use to 
memorise the information condensed.

5 minutes

1. Flash card front

On the other side, answer the question 
with as much information as possible 

• Key words/equations etc
• Brief summary 
• Any diagrams
• Key things to remember
• Misconceptions

2. Flash card back

Phrase the title of your flashcards as a 
question linked to what you didn’t 

know

Instead of writing ‘Henry VIII wives’ on 
your flashcard, write ‘Who were Henry 

VIII’s wives?’.

Draw rectangles in your 
exercise book



You have 30 more 
seconds to 

memorise as many 
as possible

Memorise it

This time try a strategy:
• Close your eyes and 

try to visualise in 
columns

• Say the words in a 
rhythm

• Make links – nature, 
office, hobbies



How many did 
you get out of 20 

this time?

Cover up your 
last list and write 

a new list of all 
the ones you can 

remember

Memorise it



Memorise it – vocab

What strategies do you use when learning vocab?

If you have to memorise spelling:
• Write the words out again and again
• Write the words on post it notes and stick around your 

room leading up to your test
• Sound the word out (a-es-thetics)

If you have to memorise definition:
• Use the flash card technique
• Use the techniques from the image task



Review it – Spaced practice

What is it?
Spaced practice is when you spread your learning out over a period of 

time rather than cram it in. 

1 MONTH 
AGO 

1 WEEK AGO 1 DAY AGO 

Why is it important?
If you spread studying

out over time, you will 

learn more than if you 

took the same amount 

of time to study in one 

session. 

Your ability to recall 

information drops over 

time, by practising to 

recall learning often is 

a bit like strength 

training for the brain!



As we have spaced 
out memorising 

these images, 
hopefully this time 
you will be able to 
remember more!

You have 30 
seconds to look 

again at the 
images.

Memorise it



How many did 
you get out of 20 

this time?

Cover up your 
lists and write a 

new list of all the 
ones you can 

remember

Memorise it



• To recap how our brains and memory works

• To know the most effective technique for 
revision

• To demonstrate our note taking skills

Learning Aims



Revision…Reflection

We have learnt today about how to revise effectively

In full sentences:

1. Why is learning about how to 
revise important when it comes to 
our learning?

2. What will you do next time you 
have a test coming up?


